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ABSTRACT
The CT images of 100 patients with liver cirrhosis, confirmed by surgery, pathology and
clinical examination, were reviewed. Fifty individuals with normal hepatic images on CT were
used as a control group. Alteration in lobar size in ci汀hotic liver was analyzed by means of the
measurement of lobar diameters and the calculation of their ratios. The results were compared with
those of the control group. As the subject for measurement, the level of bifurcation of the main
portal vein was chosen. On the CT slice, the anteroposterior (Rl) and transverse (R2) diameters
of the right lobe, anteroposterior diameter of the left lobe (L) , and transverse diameters of the
caudate lobe (C) were measured and their ratios (Rl/L, R2/C) were calculated in both the cirrhosis
and control groups. The control group showed 2. 55±0.30 in the R2/C ratio and 1. 35±0. 15 in
the Rl/L ratio. Compared with山e control group, the abnormal ratios of Rl/L, and R2/C in
ci汀hotic liver were observed: 30 patients wi也a reduced ratio of R2/C (R2/C< 1. 96) , 33 patients

with an increased ratio of R2/C (R2/03. 14), 35 patients with a reduced ratio of Rl/L (Rl/L
<1.04), and 54 patients with an increased ratio of Rl/L (Rl/L>1.65). Using the abnormal
ratio of R2/C to achieve a positive test for cirrhosis, a sensitivity of 63%, a specificity of 96%, and
an accuracy of 74% were obtained. Using the abnormal ratio of Rl/L to take a positive test for
cirrhosis, a sensitivity of 78%, a specificity of 96% and an accuracy of 84% were obtained, and
using the abnormal ratio of R2/C and Rl/L to take a positive test for cirrhosis, a sensitivity of 90%,
a specificity of74% and an accuracy of 86% were obtained. Ten percent ofcirrhotic cases showed
a negative in positive test for cirrhosis. Those were some exceptional cases who presented
shrinkage of the whole liver, revealing almost normal Rl/L, and R2/C ratios and some cases who
were revealed extreme enlargement of血e lateral segment of血e left lobe, extending across the
midline to the left lateral wall of the upper abdomen. The results suggest that abnormal lobar
diameter ratios, even reduced or increased R2/C and Rl/L ratios, could be a significant piece of
evidence in CT diagnosis for most cirrhotic cases. Ryukyu Med. J., 16(1)17‑‑21, 1996
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INTRODUCTION

finding for the diagnosis of cirrhosis by CT scan.
However, this kind of CT diagnostic method is useful only

Ci汀hosis of the liver, a chronic disease with numerous

for cirrhosis with an enlarged caudate lobe combined with a

etiologies, is characterized pathologically by diffuse hepatic

shrunk right lobe. Furthermore, there are some exceptional

parenchyma! destruction followed by varying degrees of

ci汀hotic cases wi山an unenlarged or shrunk caudate lobe, or

nodular parenchyma! regeneration. Simultaneouly, mas‑

with the changes in the size of the left lobe. All of this

sive production of fibrous connective tissue, which may

indicated that the size change in the ci汀hotic liver is rather

cause gross and microscopic distortion and creates a hepatic

variable and would be difficult to determine by a single

ci汀hotic morphology will occurl . The morphological

method of evaluation. These facts lead us to study the

changes found in cirrhosis can be objectively evaluated by

measurement of the lobe, change in density and findings of

CT scan. It has been reported that an increased ratio of

nodular regeneration of the liver, for an improvement in CT

caudate lobe width to right lobe width, may be an important

diagnosis of ci汀hosis.
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MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

1. Analysis of clinical subjects
One hundred patients wi血Iiver ci汀hosis diagnosed by
CT, pathology and clinical examination were collected at
the First Affiliated Hospital of Guangxi Medical University
between 1991 and 1993. This cirrhotic group comprised
78 men and 22 women whose ages ranged from 28 to 67
years (mean age 59 years). Fifty normal individuals,
having a mean age of 45 years (range 35 to 53 years),
consisting of 33 men and 17 women with no history of
hepatic disease and no apparent abnormal liver findings on
CT were selected at random as a control group. The
diagnosis of cirrhosis was confirmed by percutaneous
puncture biopsy in 4, by surgery in 25, (gastrectomy, biliary
tract operation and portocaval shunt operation) and by

Fig.l Measurement method of the lobar diameter of liver. Line 1 :

clinical examination in 71 patients. The patients with

drawn parallel to the sagittal plane of the body through the right

cirrhosis had an obvious history of viral hepatitis in 78

lateral edge of IVC. Line 2 : drawn parallel to the coronal plane of

cases, alcohol abuse in 10 cases, and uncertain etiology in
12 cases.

the body through the further posterior edge of the left lobe. Rl : the

2. CT scan methods
Serial transverse scans of the upper abdomen were
taken as a lOmm slice thickness at lOmm intervals with a

distance from the触hest posterior margin of the right lobe to Line
2. R2 : the distance from the furthest right margin of the right lobe
to Line 1. L : the distance 伝"om the omental tuberosity to the anterior
margin of the left lobe. C : the distance from the furthest left margin
or山e caudate lobe to Line 1.

SHIMADZU SCT‑3000TE scanner, from the level of the
diaphragm to the lower portion of the liver. After plain CT
was performed on all the subjects, enhanced CT was carried
out in 72 patients with ci汀hosis and in all 50 normal
subj ects.

Table 1 (a). Comparison of plain CT density of liver(L) and spleen(S).
CE(‑
Group and
number

L>S (cases)

L‑ S (cases)

L<S (cases)

3. Analysis of CT images
A. Analysis of density in the liver The density of

Control group
50 cases

39

11

38

37

the liver was compared with that of the spleen and then the
three types of liver density were classified on CT: higher
than, or lower than, or similar to that of the spleen.
B. Analysis of hepatic lobe size Utilizing the

LC group

25

100 cases

x2‑test p<0.000003

LC:Livercirrhosis

measured value of the transverse and anteroposterior diam‑
eters of the left, right and caudate lobes, and their calculated
ratios in each patient, an analysis of cirrhotic liver was

Table 1 (b). Comparison of enhanced CT density of liver(L) and spleen
(S.CE+

earned out comparing it with the values of the normal liver.

Measurement methods: On the CT lmage of the liver,

Group and
number

L>S cases)

L‑S (cases)

L<S cases)

two lines were drawn perpendicularly to each other, at the

level of山e bifurcation of the main portal vein. Line 1 was
drawn parallel to the sagittal plane of the body through the
right lateral edge of the inferior vena cava; Line 2 was
drawn parallel to the coronal plane of the body through the
further posterior margin of the left lobe (Fig.1). The

Control group

39

11

34

36

50 cases

LC group
100 cases

γ2‑test p<0.000001

30

LC: Liverci汀tiosis

hepatic lobar diameters of山e right, left and caudate lobes
were measured as follows: the perpendicular distance from
the posterior margin of the right lobe to Line 2 for the

and Line 1 for the transverse diameter of the caudate lobe

anteroposterior diameter of the right lobe (Rl) ; the perpen‑

(C). Finally, the ratios of Rl/L, and R2/C were calcu‑
lated.

dicular distance between the right margin of the right lobe
and Line 1 for the transverse diameter of the right lobe (R2) ;

C. Analysis of nodular regeneration CT images

the perpendicular distance, parallel to Line 1, from the

of nodular regeneration in the ci汀hotic cases were analyzed

omental tuberosity (the posterior rrナargin of the lateral
segment of the left lobe) to the anterior margin of the left

as follows: a) irregular margin with nodular protrusions in

lobe for the anteroposterior diameter of the left lobe (L),

in the cirrhotic liver, and c) a local enlargement of the

and the distance between the left margin of the caudate lobe

hepatic lobe or山e segment.

the outline of the liver; b) nodular masses with high density
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Tab】e 2

The mean value of lobardiameters and their ratios in the control group

Rl (cm)
Range

7.7‑10

Mean

Table 3

R2 (cm)
7.6‑9.6

±O.(

L (cm)

C (cm)

5.0‑7.8

8.5±0.6

2.7‑3.8

6.4±0.9

The comparison of mean value in the R2/C and Rl/L

3.3±0.3

Table 6

1.0‑1.8

2.2‑3.3

1.35±0.15

2.55±0.30

Decision matrix analysis positive test for ci汀hosis=R2/C

<1.96orR2/C>3. 14

ratio in the two groups. (±S.D.)

Cirrhosis (+)

Control group Cirrhotic group

2.55±0.30

2.51±0.97

Rl/L 1.35±0.15

Test

Ci汀hosis (‑)

Av^KjK

R2/

Rl/L R2/C

+

3

7

Test(‑)

2

8

4

2.03±1.07
100

*p<0. 0005 (Student t‑test)

Table 4

sensitivity‑63%

50

specificity‑96%

accuracy‑74%

Comparison of the mean R2/C value in the control group and

ci汀hotic group according to山e standard (out range of normal mean
±2S.D.

Table 7

Decision matrix analysis positive test for cirrhosis‑Rl/L

<1.04orRl/L>1.65
Ci汀hotic group

Control group

1.40±0.26

3.65士0.48

30

33

Test(+)

Mean value of
R2/C ratio

Ci汀hosis ( + )

2. 55±0.30

Test

‑

Number of

100
50

cases

sensitivity‑78%

Table 5

Ci汀hosis ( ‑ )
C‑J CO
4

R2/03. 14

﹂>Kfi
7 2

R2/CX 1. 96

50

specificity‑96%

accuracy‑{

Comparison of the mean Rl/L value in the control group and

cirrhotic group according to the standard (out range of norma一 mean

±2S.D.)

Table 8

Decision matrix analysis positive test for cirrhosis‑R2/C

<1.96 orR2/03. 14 orRl/L<1.04 orRl/L>1.65

Ci汀hotic group

Control group

Rl/IX1.04

ci汀hosis ( + )

Rl/L>1.65

1

0

0

Test(+)

Mean value of
Rl/Lratio 1.35±0.15

0.96±0.03

2.1 ±0.76

Test(‑)

Number of
cases

Ci汀hosis ( ‑ )
I‑HU ∝ut

9

100
50

35

54

RES ULTS

sensitivity‑90%

specificity‑74%

1

9

50

150

accuracy=

Rl/L ratio was revealed 2. 03±1. 07 in the cirrhotic group,

l. In the control group, the liver image of78% of cases

which is a statistically significant difference (P< 0. 0005) ,
as shown in Table 3. The ratio distribution in the cirrhotic

revealed a higher density than that of the spleen on both

group presented two peak distributions. We decided the

plain and enhanced CT and the remaining 22% of cases
showed an intermediate density between山e liver and the
spleen. However, in the cirrhotic group, the density of the
liver varied as shown in Table l(a),(b). The cirrhotic
livers showed a lower density than that of the spleen in 25%
of cases on plain CT and 30% on enhanced CT, whereas no

standard range as meanア2 S.D. in the control group.
According to this standard range, extra‑standard groups in
the cirrhotic group were divided. The extra‑standard
group of R2/C consisted of a decreased group (i.e., R2/C

<1.96), and an increased group (i.e., R2/O3.14).

ratios in the control group are summarized in Table 2. The

The extra‑standard group of Rl/L consisted in a decreased
group (i.e., Rl/L<1. 04), and an increased group (i.e.,
Rl/L>1. 65) , compared with the control group, as shown
in Tables 4 and 5. Using decision‑matrix analysis and

mean value of the R2/C ratio was found to be 2. 55±0. 30,

assuming that a R2/C ratio of

and the mean value of the Rl/L ratio was found to be 1. 35

constitutes a positive test for cirrhosis, liver cirrhosis can be

±0. 15 in the control group. Compared with the control

diagnosed using these ratios wi血a sensitivity of 63%, a
specificity of 96%, and an accuracy of 74%, as shown in
Table 6. Assuming that a Rl/L ratio of < 1.04 or >

such instance was found in the control group.
2. The mean value of hepatic lobe diameters and their

group, the mean value of the R2/C ratio was found to be
2. 51±0. 97 in the cirrhotic group. The mean value of the

< 1.96

or

>

3.14
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1. 65 constitutes a positive test for cirrhosis, liver cirrhosis

i汀egular liver margins constituted 51 out of 78 cases, and

can be diagnosed using these ratios with a sensitivity of 78

were arranged in order of the number of cases as follows: 22

%, a specificity of 96%, and an accuracy of 84%, as shown
in Table 7. Assuming that abnormal ratios ofRl/L or R2/

cases in the 一eft lobe, 16 cases in the right lobe, and 13 cases

in the entire liver. Round or globular enlargement of the

C constitute a positive test for ci汀hosis, liver ci汀hosis can

lower portion of the right lobe was found in 37 out of 78

be diagnosed using these ratios with a sensitivity of !

cases. And CT images showed multiple, variously sized,

specificity of 74%, and an accuracy of 86%, as shown in
Table 8.

cases.

andノor high density nodules in the liver in ll out of 78

However, in山e ci汀hotic patients with shrinkage of山e
whole liver (Fig.2) , although their ratios were not obviously

DISCUSSION

abnormal, the diameters of the ci汀hotic lobe were markedly
decreased compared with the control group. In addition,

Both plain and enhanced CT showed that the density of

the va一ue of the lobar diameters and their ratios were almost

the normal liver was never less than that of the spleen4

normal in some ci汀hotic patients, but in these cases the

Thirty percent of the cirrhotic livers showed that density of

latera一 segment of the left lobe extended across the midline

the liver was lower than that of the spleen on CT images.

to the left lateral wall of the upper abdomen (Fig.3).

Although this is not specific in CT diagnosis for ci汀hosis, it

These exceptional cases proved negative in the positive test
for cirrhosis.

is a fact that liver density is always decreased in a part of the

3. Nodular regenerative hyperplasia was detected on

tion or fibrosis formation causes this density decrease

CT in 78 patients with cirrhosis. CT manifestations of

cirrhotic liver. This result suggests that the fatty infiltra‑
b∝ause of their varying extents in the ci汀hotic liver5‑6).
The size change of the hepatic lobe was evaluated by
measuring the diameter of individual lobes and calculating
the ratios of each hepatic lobe. In the control group, 1) the
proportion ofRl to L is 1. 35 to 1, and 2) the proportion of
R2 to C is 2. 55 to 1. These results coincided with thedata
reported by Li and this proportion is useful for diagnosis of
liver ci汀hosis. Harbin reported that in most cases in a
cirrhotic group, the ratio of the caudate to right lobe was
greater than 0. 65, an increased ratio of C/R2 resulting from
enlargement of山e caudate lobe and shrinkage of the right
lobe. They used the abnormal ratio to take a positive test
for cirrhosis, and a sensitivity of 84%, a specificity of l00%,
and an accuracy of93.8%were obtained. In our data, an
increased ratio and decreased ratio of the R2/C in the
ci汀hotic group were found. Using the increased or de‑

Fig.2 CT scan of cirrhotic liver, demonstradng shrinkage of the whole
liver with irregular margins. In this case the diameters of each lobe
were small, while the ratios of山e lobar diameters did not show any
obvious abnormalities. Splenomegaly was also found on CT.

creased ratio to take a positive test for cirrhosis, we obtained

a sensitivity of 63%, a specificity of 96%, and an accuracy
of 74%, showing a lower percentage compared with data
reported by H∬bin. But we made a positive test in our
data with the criterion (C/R2>0. 65) reported by Harbin,
and the results showed a sensitivity of 18%, a specificity of
100%, and an accuracy of45. 3%. Although specificity is
higher than that of our results, sensitivity and accuracy were
too low to diagnose many ci汀hotic cases. We believe that
ci汀hosis can be diagnosed in most cases using our criterion.
On the other hand, the abnormal ratio of the right to left
lobes is also an important CT finding for diagnosis of
ci汀hosis. The proportional imbalance between the right
and left lobe can be considered when the value of the
anteroposterior diameter of the right lobe is equal to or more
than two times greater than that of the left lobe. Eighty‑
nine patients with cirrhosis were observed as having an
abnormal ratio of Rl/L. Clinically, when we use the
abnormal ratio of R2/C and Rl/L to take a positive test for

Fig.3 CT scan of cirrhosis confirmed by biopsy. The lateral segment
of the left lobe extends to the left lateral wall of the upper abdomen.

cirrhosis, the high sensitivity, specificity and accuracy will

be obtained. High sensitivity (90%) and accuracy (86%)

Huang, Z‑K. et al.
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were obtained in our data with the abnormal ratios of R2/C

obtained using our measurement method, and if the abnor‑

and Rl/L to make a positive test for ci汀hosis.

mal ratio ofR2/C or Rl/L were used to take a positive test

In the ci汀hotic cases demonstrating shrinkage of the
whole liver, the lobar size should be estimated by measuring
the diameter of each lobe because their lobar diameter ratios

for cirrhosis, liver cirrhosis in our study could be diagnosed

with a sensitivity of 90%, a specificity of 74%, and an
accuracy of 86%. There are some cirrhotic cases showing

were almost normal. The lobar size in some cases, which

shrinkage in the whole liver, or 一ateral segment of the left

showed a distinctive shape, i.e., those in which the lateral

lobe extending across the midline to the left lateral wall of

segment of the left lobe extended across to the left upper

the

abdominal wall, could not be diagnosed by our measurement

evaluated using our measurement method. Further investi‑

method.

gation to measure the lobar volume and to calcu】ate the

Characteristic changes of the lobar size in our ci汀hotic
group (it is an important difference between China and

upper

abdomen.

These

exceptiona一

cases

cou一d

not

be

percentage of the total volume of the liver will be required
for the exceptional cases.

other countries), shrinkage of the caudate and left lobes,
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Fig.4 A. CT of normal liver. The lower portion of the right lobe
shows a rhomboid shape. B. CT of cirrhosis, showing enlarged
lower portion of the right lobe transformed to an ovoid shape.

